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J a p a n  

 Tokyo office:  Seizan Bldg. 5F, 2-12-28, Kita-Aoyama, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0061 
Osaka office:  Osaka Center Bldg. 13F, 4-1-3, Kyutaromachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka 541-0056 
Fukuoka office:  Hakata Tanaka Bldg. 5F, 3-27-24, Hakataekimae, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka, 812-0011 

  
Oversea   
Headquarters:  389 Chiswick High Road, London, W4 4AL, the United Kingdom. 
 

 Major Lines of Business  

 

BSI (British Standard Institution) is the 2nd leading certification body in the AS world market, supporting a 
number of well-known corporations all around the world. BSI has also been at the forefront of the AS/EN/JIS Q
9100 series since the start. AS standard is based on ISO 9001 which is the world’s most widely adopted quality 
management system, for which BSI has held the Secretariat of the International Committee since 1994. That is 
why we are best placed to help you understand the standard. 
 
BSI is the world’s first National Standards Body established in 1901 and a founding member of ISO, operating 
our business internationally in 182 countries with 80,000 clients at the moment.  
 
The BSI Kitemark™ is the one of the most recognized symbols of quality and safety and offers true value to 
consumers, businesses and procurement practices. BSI’s qualification and the BSI Kitemark™ could drive your 
business forward in the growing Aerospace world market. 
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 SStrengths and Competitive Advantage.  

  
BBSI iis the world’s first Nation Standards Body which is recognized as one of the trusted certification 
bbody in the world, and also has a number of experts and experience through about 100 years since 
eestablished in 1901. 

(1) About 100 years history and well-known certification body in the world. 

BSI is the one of the most recognized National Standard Body, providing our service with 80,000 clients in 182 

countries. According to our research, BSI is the second leading organization in the AS standard market. Through our 

huge experience and our experienced experts, BSI is the reliable certification body to able to support any 

organizations and companies by providing the BSI Kitemark™ which is the one of the most recognized and trusted 

symbols of quality and safety, and also with Royal Charter which is granted by the British sovereign. In the 

perspective of our long history, our worldwide network and our great achievement, AS standard certified by BSI 

could be the strong point to the Aerospace market which is spreading on a global scale. 

                          
 

(2) BSI is able to provide AS 9110 and AS 9120. 
 

BSI is able to provide not only AS 9100 but also AS 9110 and AS 9120 which is published in 2016. 

AS 9110 standard is for the companies which maintain and repair aerospace vehicles for the commercial or military 

sectors or those that manufacture aircraft parts. 

AS 9120 standard is for companies as parts distributers and suppliers, and also resellers and warehouses in the 

aviation and deference industry. 

BSI Clients is able to have a verity of choices considering which types of any businesses and organizations. 

  
(3) A variety of documents related to AS standard. 

 

There are a variety of documents related to AS standard, such as product guide, transition guide for revision, case 

study and FAQs. All document can be downloaded through BSI website which is the below address and QR code. 
 

URL: http://u0u1.net/yBP1 QR Code 
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